during the Cold War. still, because of historical experience the frG didn't recognize itself as a "normal" state. any kind of political solo action was out of the question. Hence, German foreign policy was strongly imbedded into multilateral structures. The rapprochement to the soviet Union as a careful attempt to reunification -the so-called "Ostpolitik" -never challenged the frG's self-conception as a Western state.
These strong ties did not disappear in the years after Germany's reunification in 1990. although first steps to "normality" were made by means of small military engagements, these operations were primarily understood as taking responsibility in the Western alliance. it was not before the opposition to the iraq War in 2003 that a new and more self-confident understanding of the term "normality" evolved, which now included the open pursuit of Germany's own political interests. This development coincided with a stronger economic dependency on exports in the early 2000s as a consequence of the labor market reforms.
The fact that Germany no longer relied "on the Us and natO for protection" (90) enabled foreign policy to focus more on economic interests. Of course, this politically more "realist" approach was not completely new. The economical focus has been strong ever since the federal republic and even before, as Kundnani illustrates. However, what was new was the politically distinct role that Germany took inside the Western alliance, reflected for example in its position towards russia, China or iran. it is shown even more in Germany's denial of a military engagement in Libya, which can be understood as a weakening of multilateralism. another new development was Germany's recent insistence on its economic preferences regarding the euro, risking even an alliance against Germany in the eU. Overall, Kundnani identifies a clear shift from an "idealist" to a "realist" position in German foreign policy.
This explicit division of "realist" and "idealist" approaches put forward in the book seems somewhat questionable. strong western-oriented multilateralism in the early years of the federal republic could, for instance, be argued "realist", as it led to more sovereignty. Just as well, the completely excluded efforts made by Germany in international environmental politics in the 2000s could be argued to be "idealist" driven. The described tendency that foreign policy is based more and more on distinct (economical) interests is nevertheless convincing.
to make his point, Kundnani concisely creates a coherent picture of Germany's political continuity and change. He demonstrates profound knowledge of the inner debates as well as the exterior view and manages to add enriching background information without losing focus on the central topic. The author's argumentation is confident and assertive, but never inadequate. and while you sometimes get the feeling that Kundnani is trying hard to arrange an argument to fit -for example when he focuses on statements of former office holders who are out of active politics for years or accentuates the role of the debate whether Germans were victims as well in World War ii, which actually did not play a significant role in the justification of any kind of politics -the major line of thought stays traceable at any time.
a major strength of the book is, of course, its high relevance and the topicality of its issue. Western states' fears of a more "equidistantly" oriented, russia-friendly Germany did not prove true in the Crimean crisis. nonetheless, considering the latent eurozone crisis and the fact that a consistent natO-position towards syria is yet to be found, tensions are likely to increase. However, the book can not only be read as an analysis of Germany's current foreign and european policy but as well as a plea for more historical awareness. in view of the imminent throwbacks of european integration, such as the limitation of the schengen agreement and nationalism on the rise, some retrospection seems advisable not only for Germany.
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